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Abstract - In this paper we examine emergent coordination in
a network of competing boolean agents. The agents play so called
Generalized Minority Game where the capacity level is allowed
to vary externally. We study the properties of such a system for
different values of the mean connectivity

�
of the network, and

show that the system with
�����

shows a high degree of coor-
dination for relatively large variations of the capacity level. We
also show that for

�����
coordination can be achieved by tuning

the homogeneity parameter of the agents’ boolean strategies.

I. Introduction

Autonomous multi-agent systems (MAS) have become one
of the more prominent and active research areas in the AI
community. The interest is easy to understand: in the future,
many of the military and industrial tasks, from intelligence
gathering and reconnaissance, to toxic waste clean-up to run-
ning a large organization, will be assigned to and carried out
by autonomous intelligent agents, whether they are informa-
tion agents, mobile robots, or nodes in a sensor or a commu-
nications network. It is, therefore, crucial to understand the
issues of MAS design, robustness, control, scalability, dynam-
ics of collective behavior, and adaptability in uncertain hostile
environments.

Multi-agent systems in real environments will have to have
the following characteristics: they have to be (1) scalable:
composed of thousands or more agents; (2) robust: robust to
individual agent failure; (3) flexible: agents can be dynami-
cally added or removed, they can be given the ability to real-
locate and redistribute themselves in a self-organized way; (4)
adaptable: will need to adapt to a changing environment; (5)
low complexity: will need to operate with minimal commu-
nications overhead. Distributed market-based control satisfies
the above requirements, and it is, therefore, preferable over
architectures based on central control.

Previous research has shown that market-based (or game–
dynamical) control strategies, in which agents make “econom-
ically” motivated decisions with the goal of maximizing indi-
vidual payoff but which result in the optimization of some
global system property, is a feasible distributed control mech-

anism for multi-agent systems. Hence, understanding the na-
ture of emergent coordination in these type of systems is of
great importance.

In this paper we present a model of distributed coordination
in non–stationary environments. We consider a network of in-
terconnected boolean agents that compete for a resource with
a limited capacity. At each time step the agents face a binary
choice of whether to use the resource or not, and those who
used the resource are rewarded (punished) if their number is
less (greater) than the resource capacity. The non–stationarity
is modelled by time dependent capacity level. We show that
under certain conditions our model shows globally adaptive
and coordinated behavior, resulting in efficient resource allo-
cation.

II. Minority Games

The Minority Game [1] (MG) is a simple model of com-
peting MAS yet it has a very rich and complex dynamics.
It was introduced by Challet and Zhang as a simplification
of Arthur’s El Farol Bar attendance problem [2]. The MG
consists of � agents with bounded rationality that repeatedly
choose between two alternatives labelled 	 and 
 (e.g., stay-
ing at home or going to the bar). At each time step, agents
who made the minority decision win. In the Generalized Mi-
nority Game [3], the wining group is 
 ( 	 ) if the fraction of
the agents who chose “1” is smaller (greater) than the capac-
ity level � , 	������
 . For ����	���� , the game reduces to
the the traditional MG. Each agent uses a set of � strategies to
decide its next move and reinforces strategies that would have
predicted the winning group. A strategy is simply a lookup
table that prescribes a binary output for all possible inputs. In
the original version of the game, the input is a binary string
containing the last � outcomes of the game, so the agents in-
teract by sharing the same global signal. If the agents choose
either action with probability 
���� (the random choice game),
then, on average, the number of agents choosing “1” (hence-
forth referred to as attendance) is ���! "
$#%��� with standard
deviation &��(' �)��� in the limit of large � . The most in-
teresting phenomenon of the minority model is the emergence



of a coordinated phase, where the standard deviation of at-
tendance, the volatility, becomes smaller than in the random
choice game. The coordination is achieved for memory sizes
for which the dimension of the reduced strategy space is com-
parable to the number of agents in the system, �+*-,.� [4],
[5]. It was later pointed out that the dynamics of the game
remains mostly unchanged if one replaces the string with the
actual histories with a random one [6], provided that all the
agents act on the same signal. Analytical studies based on this
simplification has revealed many interesting properties of the
minority model[7], [8].

In addition to the original MG, different versions of
the game where the agents interact using local information
only (cellular automata [9], evolving random boolean net-
works [10], personal histories [11]), have been studied. In
particular, it was established that coordination still arises out
of local interactions, and the system as a whole achieves “bet-
ter than random” performance in terms of the utilization of
resources.

In all previous studies the capacity level has been fixed as
an external parameter, so the environment in which the agents
compete is stationary. As we mentioned above, however, we
are interested in a situation where the environment is chang-
ing. It is interesting to see if a coordinated behavior still
emerges, and to what degree agents can adapt to the changing
environment. Namely, we study a system of boolean agents
playing a generalized minority game, assuming that the capac-
ity level is not fixed but varies with time, �/��01#2���+354�768�901# ,
where �768�901# is a time dependent perturbation. The framework
of the interactions is based on Kauffman NK random boolean
nets [12], where each agent gets its input from : other ran-
domly chosen agents, and maps the input to a new state ac-
cording to a boolean function of : variables, which is also
randomly chosen and quenched throughout the dynamics of
the system. The generalization we make is that agents are al-
lowed to adapt by having more than one boolean function, or
strategy, and the use of a particular strategy is determined by
an agent based on how often it predicted the winning group
throughout the game. Note that this approach is very different
from adaptation through evolution studied previously in the
context of the minority model [10].

III. The Model

We consider a set of � boolean agents described by “spin”
variables ;$<=�">$	@?A
�B , CD�E
8?F�A�A�A?G� . Each agent gets its input
from : other randomly chosen agents, and maps the input to
a new state:

;$<G��0H4I
�#D��JLK< �M;�NPO��901#Q?R;�NRS8�901#P?A�T�U�T?%;�NQVW�901#G# (1)

where ; NRX , C�� 
8?F�A�F�P?G: are the set of neighbors, andJLK< ?ZY(�[
+?A�F�A�P?R� are randomly chosen boolean functions
(called strategies hereafter) used by the C -th agent. Both

the set of neighbors and strategies are chosen randomly and
quenched throughout the game. For each strategy J\K< , the
agent keeps a score ]LK< ��01# that monitors the performance of
that strategy, adding (subtracting) a point if the strategy pre-
dicted the winning (loosing) side. Let the “attendance” ^_�901#
be the cumulative output of the system at time 0 , ^`�901#a�b�c<Td=6 ; < ��01# . Then the winning choice is eF
$f f if ^_��01#hg��i�/�901# ,
and eG	+f f otherwise. Those in the wining group are awarded a
point while the others loose one. Agents play the strategies
that have predicted the winning side most often, and the ties
are broken randomly.

As a global measure of efficiency we introduce jk��01#l�^`�901#m a�i�/�901# , that describes the deviation from the optimal
resource utilization. In the following we will be primarily in-
terested in the cumulative “waste” over a certain time window:

&/nL� 
o 3
p9q1rts�qup d p9q jk�901#vn (2)

For � 6 ��01#w�!	 this quantity is simply the squared standard
deviation as defined in the traditional minority game.

We can compare the performance of our system to a de-
fault random choice game, defined as follows: assume that
the agents are told what is the capacity �/��01# at a given time
step, and they choose to go to the bar with probability �/�901# . In
this case the main attendance is close to �/�901#1� at each time
step, and the fluctuations around the mean are given by the
standard deviation

& n3 �I� 
o�x s q rtss q y 0 f �/�90 f #PzU
{ )�/��0 f #}| (3)

IV. Results

We performed intensive numerical simulations of the sys-
tem described above, with the number of agents ranging from
$	8	 to ��	+	8	 , and for different choices of �~��01# and network
connectivity : . For each : , a set of strategies was chosen
for each agent randomly and independently from a pool of� n V possible boolean functions, and was quenched through-
out the game. In all simulations we used ����� strategies
per agent. Starting from a random initial configuration, the
system evolved according to the specified rules. The duration
of the simulation

o 3 was determined by the particular choice
of �~��01# . Although in our simulations we used different forms
for the perturbation � 6 �901# , in this letter we consider periodic
perturbations only.

Our main observation is that networks with :���� show a
tendency towards self organization into a phase characterized
by small fluctuations, hence, an effective utilization of the re-
source, even for relatively large variations in the capacity level�/��01# . Note, that in the Kauffman nets with :���� the dynam-
ics of the system is chaotic with an exponentially increasing
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Fig. 1. A segment of the attendance time series for �����v� ���8� �h��8���P�F�R��� � �P� �}�P�m� , � ���Q�F�$�
and different network connectiv-

ity K.

length of attractors as the system size grows, while for :����
the network reaches a frozen configuration. The case :!���
corresponds to a phase transition in the dynamical properties
of the network and is often referred as the “edge of the chaos”.
We would like to reiterate, however, that our system is differ-
ent from a Kauffman network since the agents have an internal
degree of freedom, characterized by their strategies. Specifi-
cally, our system does not necessarily have periodic attractors,
while in Kauffman nets periodic attractors are guaranteed to
exist due to the finite phase space and quenched rules of up-
dating.

Fig. 1 shows a typical segment of the time series of the at-
tendance ^_�901# for a system of size ����
F	+	8	 , a sinusoidal
perturbation � 6 �901# , and different network connectivities. For:���
 the agents react to the changes in the capacity level,
however there are strong fluctuations in the attendance series.
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Fig. 2. Same as in Fig 1 for the traditional MG (global histories)
with memory size m=5

For :���� , on the other hand, response of the system to the
environmental dynamics is very week, and, as our results in-
dicate, becomes even weaker for larger : . Remarkably, the
system with :��.� adapts very efficiently to changes in the
capacity level. The inset of Fig. 1 b) shows the time series of
the deviation jk�901# for :���� . Initially there are strong fluctu-
ations, hence poor utilization of the resource, but after some
transient time the system as a whole adapts and the strength
of the fluctuations decreases. In fact, the standard deviation
of the fluctuations is considerably smaller than in the random
choice game as defined by Eq. (3). Note also, that the agents
have information only about the winning choice, but not the
capacity level. This suggests that the particular form of the
perturbation may not be important as long as it meets some
general criteria for smoothness.

For comparison, we also studied the effect of the changing
capacity level in the traditional (generalized) minority model
whit publicly available information about the last � outcomes
of the game. We plot the attendance and deviation time series
for a system with a memory size ���l� (corresponding to the
minimum of & ) in Fig. 2. One can see that in this case also
the system reacts to the external change. However, the struc-
ture of adaptation is very different from the previous case. In-
deed, an analysis of Fig. 2 shows that even though the total
“wealth”, i.e., the total points accumulated by the agents in the
system, increases with time, the overall performance in terms
of resource allocation as described by & is much poorer com-
pared to the previous case. Another important difference is
that in the traditional system the distribution of wealth among
the players is much wider than in the system with local in-
formation exchange, i.e., the later mechanism of adaptation is
socially more “fair”.

In Fig. 3 we plot the attendance and deviation time series
for :���� and a different choice of �/�901# , that contains both
slow and fast components in the perturbation. Even in the
presence of two vastly different time scales, the system uti-
lizes the resource very efficiently. Another interesting ob-



servation is that if we run the simulations long enough, the
response of the system to the changing capacity level gets
“out of phase” with the perturbation, and gradually becomes
chaotic, leading to a deterioration in the performance of the
system. We found that the time during which the efficient
phase is stable depends strongly on the rate of change in the
capacity level. Although we are still examining the reasons
for this behavior, our preliminary results indicate that it is due
to the “freezing” of a certain fraction of agents because of an
increased gap in the strategy scores. In other words, it seems
that the system as a whole becomes less flexible.
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Fig. 3. A segment of the attendance time series for
�-�I�
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In Fig. 4 we plot the variance per agent versus network con-
nectivity : , for system sizes ����
$	8	�?R��	+	�?%�8	8	@?A
F	+	8	 . For
each : we performed §+� runs and averaged results. Our sim-
ulations suggest that the details of this dependence are not
very sensitive to the particular form of the perturbation � 6 �901# ,
and the general picture is the same for a wide range of func-
tions, provided that they are smooth enough. As we already
mentioned, the variance attains its minimum for :¨��� in-
dependent of the number of agents in the system. Note that
this is different from the traditional minority game, where the
position of the minimum scales logarithmically with � . For
bigger : it saturates at a value that depends on the amplitude
of the perturbation and on the number of agents in the system.
We found that for large : the time series of the attendance
closely resembles the time series in the absence of perturba-
tion. This implies that for large : the agents do not ”feel”
the change in the capacity level. Consequently, the standard
deviation increases linearly with the number of agents in the
system, &l©�� . For :���� , on the other hand, the scaling
has the form &w©I� 6Gª n .

V. Discussion

Though the results presented here look very interesting, we
currently do not have an analytical theory for the observed
emergent coordination. In contrast to the traditional minor-
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Fig. 4. « ¥ �%¬ vs the network connectivity for different system sizes

ity game, where global interactions and the Markovian ap-
proximation allow one to construct a mean field description,
our model seems to be analytically intractable due to the ex-
plicit emphasis on local information processing. We strongly
believe, however, that the adaptability of the networks with: �� is related to the peculiar properties of the corre-
sponding Kauffman nets, and particularly, to the phase transi-
tion between the chaotic and frozen phases. It is known[13]
that the phase transition in the Kauffman networks can be
achieved by tuning the homogeneity parameter ® which is
the fraction of 1’s or 0’s in the output of the boolean func-
tions (whichever is the majority), with the critical value given
by ®D¯°��
��8�\4�
±����² 
{ ��7�±: . To test our hypothesis, we
studied the properties of networks with :³��§ for a range
of homogeneity parameter ® . In Fig. 5 we plot & n �Q� ver-
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Fig. 5. Standard deviation per agent vs homogeneity coefficient P
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sus the homogeneity parameter ® . One can see that the op-
timal resource allocation is indeed achieved in the vicinity of
the ®D¯´,µ	@��¶�· , indicating that the properties of Kauffman
networks at the phase transition might be responsible in this
emergent coordination. However, more studies are needed for
a definite answer.

VI. Conclusion

In conclusion, we studied a network of adaptive boolean
agents competing in a dynamic environment. We established
that networks with connectivity : ��� can be extremely
adaptable and robust with respect to capacity level changes.
For :¸��� the coordination can be achieved by tuning the
homogeneity parameter to its critical value. Remarkably, the
adaptation happens without the agents knowing the capacity
level. Interestingly, the system that uses local information is
much more efficient in a dynamic environment than a system
that uses global information. This suggests that our model
may serve as a feasible mechanism for distributed resource
allocation in a multi-agent system.
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